Utilize new technology to produce subsea electrical connectors that reduce lead time, increase integration flexibility, and meet the harsh environment requirements our customers demand.
Your Underwater Connector Solution

Existing subsea connector manufacturing methods necessitate an integration bottleneck at the high pressure rubber injection molding machine, ignoring the advances in adhesive technology over the last 40 years. They can’t make it until you order it, and the result is experiments going undone, machinery sitting in storage, and valuable inventory sitting on the shelf.

Our Innovation:
Only the business end of the connector needs to be injection molded! (and a few other things)

Our connector design removes the injection molding bottleneck, allowing the customer to integrate any backshell and cable with a mass-produced connector face. Simply choose the connector and backshell combination, solder wires, and backfill with epoxy to produce professional, full ocean depth cable assemblies.
the Baromax Connector

01 Bullet
02 Backshell
03 Locking Ring
04 Assemble
Features

The Baromax Connector is stocked and assembled by you, allowing for rapid delivery and on-site assembly.

- Reduced lead time
- 8-pin
- Minimize untwisted cable length
- High current lamellar contacts
- Locking ring mate & unmate
- 10,000 psi pressure rating
With **Suburban Marine**, the marine industry will have convenient access to subsea electrical connectors.

yourunderwaterconnector.com

La Jolla, California